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Me, myself and salamanders
I never expected to fall in love with salamanders, much less focus time 

on their conservation.  However, after spending some time getting to know the 
amphibians of Maine, I became rather smitten.  In classes we discussed the 
questions surrounding their current conservation status and their possible use 
as bio-indicators.  I also spent some time educating children about 
salamanders' roles in an ecosystem using a curriculum I had co-written.  
Realizing that other people could also find enjoyment in the conservation of 
these amazing creatures, I decided to focus my senior project on monitoring 
the population dynamics of Acadia’s woodland salamanders and establishing 
a program through which interested citizens and students could get involved.  
The following document describes and illustrates the process I went through 
and contains copies of the volunteer handbook and data sheets I created as 
part of my senior project.

Me, looking for salamanders under a  log
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The Northeast Temperate Network and Acadia National Park - partners in 
amphibian monitoring

The Northeast Temperate Network was started by the National Park 
Service as a monitoring program that works with parks of the northeast to 
monitor and preserve ecological resources.  As part of their larger monitoring 
programs, members of the network have started terrestrial salamander 
monitoring programs adjacent to their forest monitoring plots.  Following a 
protocol established by the Northeast Temperate Network and Marsh-Billings-
Rockefeller NHP Forest (2006), Acadia National Park piloted their own 
monitoring program in the fall of 2008.  A dedicated volunteer collected most 
of the data at an initial coverboard site, with support from  park technicians 
and one field season covered by my Applied Amphibian Biology class.  

Other partners in the Northeast Temperate Network (NETN) have set up 
more than one coverboard site and we believed that adding another site at 
Acadia would strengthen our study.   My adviser and I also took this as an 
opportunity for me to develop a senior project in my field of interest and to 
enhance his classes with the chance for students to conduct meaningful 
research.  Prior to introducing more volunteers to this study, someone needed 
to develop a handbook and a more effective way of obtaining accurate length 
measurements of salamanders.  Along with setting up a second coverboard 
site, I included these other goals in my senior project.

A  handful of redback salamanders  (Plethodon cinereus)
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Creating the handbook
To start off my senior project, I focused on creating a volunteer 

handbook that would explain the details of the study and offer a step-by-step 
guide to collecting data.  Two years ago when I first got involved in the data 
collection for this project, no relevant handbook existed.  I learned most data 
collection techniques by observing a current field worker.  Because I myself 
had started from scratch when conducting these surveys, I knew what 
learning barriers existed and had experience in what teaching methods 
worked.  I used this knowledge, collected handbooks from other parks, and 
read literature on data collection methods.  Handbooks from other parks in the 
Northeast that were doing similar surveys offered great baselines and ideas for 
necessary components to include.  I focused my time on creating a volunteer-
friendly handbook rather than changing the current protocol.  There is some 
talk across the NETN about a need for the protocol to be updated through a 
literature review; however, I followed the current protocol that is in use 
around the northeast.  

Prior to the handbook there was some confusion regarding what data 
should be collected and a lack of consistency with terms.  By creating this 
handbook I hope to overcome this confusion so that all future data for this 
project is consistent and meaningful. 

Field-testing the handbook
Since this handbook is being written primarily for students enrolled in 

ecology classes at COA, I choose to field test it with this spring’s Applied 
Amphibian Biology class taught by my project adviser, Steve Ressel.  Because I 
wanted the handbook to be able to stand on its own, I did not give any prior 

3Students collecting data in the field
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instruction to the students and tried not to answer too many questions.  When 
we arrived at the coverboard site, I gave each pair of students a draft copy of 
the handbook and set them loose.  While observing them and listening to their 
questions as they went through the data collection process, I noticed some 
omissions and confusing directions.  After they had finished the field testing, 
the students gave me preliminary advice on how I could improve the 
handbook.  They also commented on its ability to teach a volunteer with 
minimal experience.  The students then took a weekend to look more closely at 
my writing and illustrations and offer more in-depth feedback.  Feedback 
ranged from sentence structure to overall format to information on measuring 
salamanders.  One student suggested that I use more detail in the directions so 
there is no confusion for volunteers.  I was a little hesitant about this because I 
did not want to completely “dumb down” the information; however, I 
recognized that I had been doing these surveys for two years and had been 
working with considerable prior knowledge.  I revised the handbook with the 
class comments and submitted a second draft to Steve.  He returned the 
handbook with some more feedback mostly pertaining to word choice and 
sentence structure.  

When the class collected the data for the second time, I did not attend 
and instead they took the revised handbook and worked from its directions.  
They again reviewed the handbook and gave me comments for further minor 
revision.

Gathering supplies
To ensure that volunteers are prepared for data collection I also created 

salamander monitoring kits.  These kits contain air and soil thermometers, 
ziplock bags, calipers, data sheets, pencils, and salamander measuring devices. 
These kits will be available to classes at COA and are another example of the 
ways I am trying to make this monitoring program more accessible for 
volunteers. 

4Monitoring kit supplies
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Creating a salamander measuring device
Salamanders are small and slimy, making them hard to hold and 

measure accurately  As part of the Northeast Temperate Network's established 
protocol, body length must be recorded for each salamander found under a 
coverboard.  For previous surveys we took these measurements by placing the 
salamander in a plastic baggie, sliding it to the bottom and aligning it against a 
small ruler.  This method was difficult as the salamander would curl its body 
making it hard to get an accurate measurement.  After a search of the relevant 
literature, I found a paper that described the creation and use of the 
salamander measuring stick (Walston and Mullin 2005).  I created this device 
by duct taping two round PVC pipes together leaving a small gap between 
them.  The handbook explains how to use this measuring device.

Field-testing the salamander measuring device
When the Applied Amphibian Biology class did the first set of data 

collection and field tested the handbook, they also field tested the measuring 
device I created.  At first students were wary about squishing the salamanders 
with the device and they suggested that if the sides of the device had straight 
edges it would be easier to know how far to pull the salamander through.  
They also suggested that the sides be adjustable so the pipes could be moved 
depending on the size of the salamander. 

After procuring square PVC pipe, I connected the two pieces with 
hardware that could be adjusted to size. 

Salamander measuring device
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 Choosing a second survey site
           There were different criteria that I needed to take into account when 
choosing a second survey site.  I wanted it to be similar habitat to the first 
monitoring plot so we could get a larger sample size and increase the 
statistical power of any future data analysis.  The site also needed to be easily 
accessible because the data will be collected primarily by volunteers.  Because 
these salamander surveys are a part of the Northeast Temperate Network's 
larger monitoring program, each plot must be located near an established 
forest monitoring site.  I knew that the second survey site needed to be at least 
forty to fifty meters away from the forest plot so that it did not interfere with 
the other data being collected there. 

Unfortunately it was not until after I had started mapping out a new site 
that I found out that the site was not supposed to be any further than fifty 
meters away and the plot I had chosen was at least four hundred meters away 
from the established forest monitoring site.  In most ways this site as ideal, i.e. 
very similar habitat to the first site, easily assessable and not too visible from 
the road. Upon discovering that this site did not meet the Northeast Temperate 
Network's criteria, I had to decide whether to move forward with the site as 
more of an educational site or find a new site in order to meet all the criteria 
and provide useful data.

After gathering opinions from Steve and representatives from the park, I 
decided that I wanted to meet the requirements of the Northeast Temperate 
Network with the  second survey site.  In order to find another suitable site I 
went to the park and picked up maps, GPS coordinates and habitat 
descriptions of the forest monitoring sites close to Bar Harbor.  I then 
narrowed down the list to approximately eight sites with similar forest 
composition to the first site.   After two days of scouting potential sites I 
picked two that seemed like strong possibilities.  Since the Applied Amphibian 
Biology class was planning to conduct night surveys that week, Steve offered 
for them to check out my chosen sites in order to see what kind of salamander 
abundance was present, providing me with a second opinion on the sites I had 
chosen.  They found five salamanders at one site and Steve thought the habitat 
was suitable, so I set to work staking out this new site.  

Setting up a second survey site
I spent many hours walking the newly chosen plot, making sure I stayed 

the needed distance from the forest plot, road and park boundaries.  I 
experienced some initial difficulty finding a one hundred meter by fifty meter 
rectangle that fit all of the listed criteria.  I enlisted the help of a friend who is 6
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A technician from the park helped me stake out the site and mark where 
each coverboard pair would be placed.  In order to make the transects 
consistently straight across the one hundred by fifty meter rows, we used 
compasses and a long measuring tape.  Once our compasses were set to the 
angle of the line we were on, one of us would walk a distance and we would 
make sure that we were on the right angle before measuring out a ten meter 
distance and staking the area with a flag.  

Map of my selected second site.  Dot indicates established forest 
monitoring site with the necessary fifty meter buffer surrounding it.  The 
rectangle indicates the approximate location of the coverboard array.
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familiar with GIS to help create a map of the new site so I could see the 
property boundaries, road, and distance from forest plot. 
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Example of flagging set every ten meters throughout the site

To make the two sites as comparable as possible it was necessary to use 
the same type and size of wood pieces as the first site.  Because I could not 
order 8” by 1” red oak boards, Steve, myself and a scientist for the Northeast 
Temperate Network decided that as long as the total square inches were equal, 
the dimensions of the boards could be different.  I used a power saw to cut 100 
coverboards and marked each of them with metal tags that I had punched 
with the letters and numbers.

Finished coverboards 8
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Boards were then laid out along the transects, with one to two feet 
between each board and its pair.  First I removed the top layer of leaves and 
other loose debris and then placed the coverboard, making sure it was laid flat 
against the ground.  Due to big roots and rocks, some boards had to be a little 
misaligned from the transects or their paired board so that they could be laid 
flat. 

Me, laying out coverboards
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Concluding thoughts
This senior project helped me tie together my work and experiences from 

my classes and time at College of the Atlantic.  I was excited to be able to 
include aspects of science, education and conservation together through my 
work establishing this program.  Not only did I learn a lot about applied 
science from this experience, this project also helped initiate an important 
collaboration between Acadia National Park and COA . This monitoring 
program will hopefully provide important information about salamander 
populations and inspire volunteers to become more actively involved in future 
amphibian conservation work. 
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